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i can not install originlab 9.0 for win32 on my pc, after i
downloaded originlab 9.0 for win32 (i have windows 7 64bit) it
installs but after it starts, it crashes and gives the error code
0x60000100. i also tried to install it on my computer with windows
8.1 64bit, but it does the same. i have tried to download originlab
9.0 for win64, but it does not download. can anyone please help
me? origin is one of the best tool to manipulate data.
unfortunately i am unable to purchase it because i am not an
american citizen. i need to purchase origin only to explore my
data. i am glad you posted the method to install origin for free.
now i will be able to explore my data. please keep it up. thanks
again. when i start origin, i get an error message that says:
'origin/9.02.1101.000 (on windows nt 10.0; win64; x64)' can't
open the dll'msimg32.dll' that is located in 'c:\program files
(x86)\origin\9.000' i have tried to repair origin, but it doesn't solve
the problem. i'm using origin version 9.02.1101.000. i don't have
any problems with it and so far i have used almost all the features
of it. it is the best program for analysing data. however, i want to
install the origin 9.1110. is it possible to install origin 9.000 to my
computer? this is the first time i'm trying to install origin and i've
already installed originlab 9.02.1110.000. i've got some problems
with installing origin. i've updated my os and downloaded origin.
when i'm going to install origin i get the following message:
origin/9.000 (on windows nt 10.0; win64; x64) i am using windows
7 64 bit and i downloaded the origin_9.02.1110.000_x64.exe from
originlab.com. i ran the originsetup.exe and originsetup finished. i
then tried to open origin and i got the following error message:
origin/9.
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hi, i have a few questions about installing origin 9.0 and 9.1 on
windows 7 x64. if i first download origin 9.0 x64 and then install,
the version number is 8.0 and thus i can upgrade to 9.1 once i

have installed origin 9.1. i also think this applies to origin 9. and
what is origin environment manager? i am unable to install new
version because i'm having problems with the activation of the
first version, it was not activated, i applied the patch, rebooted
computer and is still not activated. so i need to install this new
version of origin because i can not use my university resources,

please help me to do that. i'm using windows 8.1. i have
downloaded origin for free but it's not installed. when i install this

program, it shows following error messages: "an error has
occurred" and "the requested action could not be completed.

(microsoft windows 8/8. a.microsoft visual c++ 2005 dll should be
at:c:\program files (x86)\origin avatars\ origin.exe b.if origin crash

at startup, install this dll:c:\program files (x86)\origin
avatars\lib\microsoft visual c++ 2005 dll i would also advice you

to add a game directory so origin works easier. add at %appdata%
(for example: c:\users\****\appdata\roaming\originavatars) and
also set the permission to this folder. (what is windows 10 ?)add

the game folder at %localappdata% for example
c:\users\****\appdata\roaming\originavatars\games 1- first you
have to move the ok9dll found in originavatars from the original

installation and put in the folder appdata\ and paste in the
appdata\originavatars\ folder for example

c:\users\jose\appdata\roaming\originavatars 5ec8ef588b
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